Characterisation of electrocardiogram signals based on blind source separation.
Blind source separation assumes that the acquired signal is composed of a weighted sum of a number of basic components corresponding to a number of limited sources. This work poses the problem of ECG signal diagnosis in the form of a blind source separation problem. In particular, a large number of ECG signals undergo two of the most commonly used blind source separation techniques, namely, principal component analysis (PCA) and independent component analysis (ICA), so that the basic components underlying this complex signal can be identified. Given that such techniques are sensitive to signal shift, a simple transformation is used that computes the magnitude of the Fourier transformation of ECG signals. This allows the phase components corresponding to such shifts to be removed. Using the magnitude of the projection of a given ECG signal onto these basic components as features, it was shown that accurate arrhythmia detection and classification were possible. The proposed strategies were applied to a large number of independent 3 s intervals of ECG signals consisting of 320 training samples and 160 test samples from the MIT-BIH database. The samples equally represent five different ECG signal types, including normal, ventricular couplet, ventricular tachycardia, ventricular bigeminy and ventricular fibrillation. The intervals analysed were windowed using either a rectangular or a Hamming window. The methods demonstrated a detection rate of sensitivity 98% at specificity of 100% using nearest neighbour classification of features from ICA and a rectangular window. Lower classification rates were obtained using the same classifier with features from either PCA or ICA and a rectangular window. The results demonstrate the potential of the new method for clinical use.